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Secrecy over missile tests called essential
Military expert defends mystery
surrounding strange light in sky
that sparked social media flurry
By JOEL RUBIN
LOS ANGELES T I ME S

Missile tests like the one the
Navy performed off the coast of
Southern California on Saturday
night present military officials with
something of a conundrum.
On the one hand, said Loren

Thompson, a military analyst with
the Lexington Institute, the military needs to give local aviation officials enough information as to the
time and place of an upcoming test
to ensure no planes are in the area.
But at the same time, the military
is determined to keep tests shrouded in secrecy in order to thwart
any efforts by potential adversaries — namely Russia and China —
to monitor the missile launch and
flight, Thompson said.
The confusion and social media
uproar that erupted Saturday night

as a mysterious white cone of light
coursed across the night sky is an
unfortunate but necessary tradeoff,
Thompson said.
The need for secrecy was all the
more important given the type of
weapon the Navy launched Saturday from a submarine, according to
Thompson.
The Trident II (D5) missile is a
centerpiece of the U.S. military’s
ability to deter a nuclear attack and
modernizing the weapon is a top
priority, he said.

A video image
shows an
unarmed
missile fired
from a Navy
submarine
off the coast
of Southern
California
on Saturday
that created a
bright streak
of light.
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OLD COURTHOUSE SQUARE

New plan for reunifying SR’s downtown plaza that boosts number
of slots for cars prompts debate about balance between grounds, thoroughfares

Park Vs. Parking

Climate
change’s
impact
on poor
Global warming could
mean extreme poverty for
100M people, report says
By KARL RITTER
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

JOHN BURGESS / The Press Democrat

CHANGE AHEAD: Kristin Kiefer, left, Bernie Schwartz, Dick Carlile and Charles Evans of the Coalition to Restore Courthouse Square walk along the western
edge of the plaza that, under a plan OK’d by the Santa Rosa City Council last week, will become a sidewalk next to a one-way street with parking on both sides.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

D

oes downtown Santa Rosa
need more park space or
more parking spaces?
The City Council’s direction
Tuesday to maximize parking
around Old Courthouse Square
when it is reunited next year has
reignited the long-dormant debate
about how to strike a balance
between people and cars in the
heart of the city.
The council approved a new
design that would add two rows
of diagonal parking along each of
the two side streets — Hinton on
the east and Exchange on the west
— and include travel lanes on the

one-way streets wide enough for
passing.
That plan is virtually identical to the concept drawings put
forward by a group of downtown
business and property owners
who have been urging the city
to move forward quickly on a
simpler, less-expensive and more
functional design that adds significantly more parking around
the perimeter.
But Mayor John Sawyer, a longtime downtown merchant who
said he is generally in favor of
additional parking, said replacing
park space with so many parking spaces gave him pause and
“heartburn.” He said it looked to
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AT LEFT: An
architect’s map of
the reunification
of Old Courthouse
Square shows
the expanded
side-street
parking.
ONLINE: To see a
video illustrating
new elements
envisioned for
Old Courthouse
Square and to
view a graphic
depicting the
changes, go to
pressdemo
crat.com

Company floats plan for offshore wind farm
Proposal to place 100 floating
turbines off San Luis Obispo County
coast quickly ignites controversy
By PAUL ROGERS
SAN J OSE M E RC U RY N E W S

HERIBERT PROEPPER / Associated Press, 2002

A boat passes offshore windmills in the North
Sea off Esbjerg, Denmark. A Seattle company has
proposed putting similar turbines off Morro Bay.

MORRO BAY — This sleepy coastal
town of 10,000 people along California’s
Central Coast is known for its fishing
fleet, nearby Hearst Castle and Morro
Rock, a craggy 581-foot-tall monolith that
dominates the views to the ocean.
But a few years from now, Morro Bay
may be known for something else: a huge
offshore wind farm.

In a venture that could pit the state’s
commitment to green energy against its
famed coastal environmental movement,
a Seattle company is proposing to build
the first ocean wind farm off California’s
coast.
Trident Winds has filed early paperwork with Morro Bay city officials for
a plan to install 100 floating turbines —
each up to 636 feet tall — about 15 miles
off the San Luis Obispo County shoreline.
The project would generate 1,000 megawatts of electricity, enough to power
300,000 homes.
“It’s not oil. It’s not fossil fuel. It
doesn’t spill,” said Alla Weinstein, CEO
of Trident Winds. “It’s energy from the
TURN TO WIND, PAGE A5

STOCKHOLM — Climate
change could push more than
100 million people into extreme
poverty by 2030 by disrupting
agriculture and fueling the
spread of malaria and other diseases, the World Bank said in a
report Sunday.
Released just weeks ahead of
a U.N. climate summit in Paris,
the report highlighted how the
impact of global warming is
borne unevenly, with the world’s
poor woefully unprepared to
deal with climate shocks such as
rising seas or severe droughts.
“They have fewer resources
and receive less support from
family, community, the financial system, and even social
safety nets to prevent, cope and
adapt,” the Washington-based
World Bank said.
How to help poor countries —
and poor communities within
countries — deal with climate
change is one of the crunch issues in talks on a global climate
accord that’s supposed to be adopted next month in Paris.
Those who say that rich
countries aren’t doing enough
to help the poor said the report
added emphasis to demands for
billions of dollars in so-called
climate finance to developing
countries.
“The statistics in the World
Bank report are suitably shocking and I hope they force world
leaders to sit up and take notice,” said Mohamed Adow of
Christian Aid. “The Paris deal
needs to support the poor and
vulnerable communities to cope
with unavoidable climate crises
better, and to be more resilient
to a changed climate.”
Despite pledges to rein in
TURN TO CLIMATE, PAGE A5
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